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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a shovel pro-
vided with an attachment and to a control method thereof.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A shovel having a variable contraction that in-
creases and decreases a flow rate of a hydraulic oil flow-
ing out of a rod side hydraulic chamber of an arm cylinder
when closing an arm is known (see PATENT DOCU-
MENT 1). This shovel monitors a pressure in a bottom
side hydraulic chamber of the arm cylinder to control the
variable contraction. This is because it can determine
that a bucket is not in contact with a ground surface and
an excavation attachment is moving in the air when the
pressure in the bottom side hydraulic chamber is lower
than a predetermined value, and can determine that a
flow rate of the hydraulic oil flowing through the variable
contraction is to be decreased lest the arm should de-
scend under its own weight. Also, this is because it can
determine that a bucket is in contact with the ground sur-
face when the pressure in the bottom side hydraulic
chamber is greater than or equal to the predetermined
value, and can determine that a flow rate of the hydraulic
oil flowing through the variable contraction is to be in-
creased lest an unnecessary pressure loss should is gen-
erated at the variable contraction.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0003] PATENT DOCUMENT 1: Japanese Unexam-
ined Patent Publication No. 2010-230061
[0004] Japanese Patent Document JP 2013036243 A
discloses a control system for a construction machine
with a control unit that creates image data on the basis
of construction plan data and positional information from
a stereo camera and that superimposes the image data
and a current image data captured by the stereo camera.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] However, the above shovel cannot preliminarily
determine when the bucket gets in contact with the
ground surface since it has not recognized a current
shape of the ground surface to be excavated.
[0006] In view of the above, it is desirable to provide a
shovel that can recognize a current shape of a ground
surface to be excavated.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM

[0007] A shovel according to an embodiment of the
present invention is a shovel including a lower travelling
body, an upper swinging body mounted on the lower trav-
elling body, an attachment attached to the upper swing-
ing body, an orientation detecting device configured to
detect an orientation of the attachment, and a control
device, wherein the control device obtains information
relating to a current shape of a ground surface as a work
target based on a transition of the orientation of the at-
tachment detected by the orientation detecting device,
and controls the attachment based on the obtained in-
formation relating to the current shape of the ground sur-
face as the work target.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0008] Due to the above means, a shovel can be pro-
vided that can recognize a current shape of a ground
surface to be excavated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a side view of a shovel according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a side view of a shovel illustrating an ex-
ample of output contents of various sensors consti-
tuting an orientation detecting device mounted to the
shovel in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of a driving system mounted to the shovel in FIG.
1;
FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram illustrating a con-
figuration example of a controller;
FIG. 5 is a conceptual diagram of information about
a current shape of an excavation target ground sur-
face obtained by a ground surface shape information
obtaining part;
FIG. 6A is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a regeneration hydraulic line and a regen-
eration release valve;
FIG. 6B is a diagram illustrating a flow of hydraulic
oil when an opening area of the regeneration release
valve has been minimized at the time of an arm clos-
ing operation;
FIG. 6C is a diagram illustrating a flow of hydraulic
oil when an opening area of the regeneration release
valve has been maximized at the time of an arm clos-
ing operation;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of an opening
area adjusting process;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating temporal transitions
of various parameters when the controller adjusts
the opening area of the regeneration release valve;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a relationship of a
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depth of the excavation target ground surface and a
reference plane;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a relationship of a
bucket angle, an excavating reaction force, and a
depth of an excavation target ground surface; and
FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of an auto-
matic orientation adjusting process.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0010] First, referring to FIG. 1, a shovel (an excavator)
as a construction machine according to an embodiment
of the present invention will be explained. FIG. 1 is a side
view of a shovel according to an embodiment of the
present invention. On a lower travelling body 1 of the
shovel illustrated in FIG. 1, an upper swinging body 3 is
mounted via a swing mechanism 2. A boom 4 is attached
to the upper swinging body 3. An arm 5 is attached to an
end of the boom 4, and a bucket 6 is attached to an end
of the arm 5. The boom 4, arm 5, and bucket 6 as working
elements constitute an excavation attachment as an ex-
ample of an attachment. The attachment may be another
attachment such as a floor digging attachment, a leveling
attachment, a dredging attachment, or the like. Also, the
boom 4, arm 5, and bucket 6 are hydraulically actuated
by a boom cylinder 7, an arm cylinder 8 and a bucket
cylinder 9, respectively. A cabin 10 is provided on the
upper swinging body 3, and a power source such as an
engine 11 or the like is mounted on the upper swinging
body 3. Also, a communication device M1, a positioning
device M2, an orientation detecting device M3, and an
imaging device M4 are attached to the upper swinging
body 3.
[0011] The communication device M1 is a device that
controls a communication between the shovel and the
outside. In the present embodiment, the communication
device M1 controls a wireless communication between
a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) survey sys-
tem and the shovel. Specifically, the communication de-
vice M1 obtains terrain information of a workplace at the
start of a work by shovel at a frequency of, for example,
once a day. The GNSS survey system employs the net-
work RTK-GNSS survey system, for example.
[0012] The positioning device M2 is a device that de-
termines a position and a direction of the shovel. In the
present embodiment, the positioning device M2 is a
GNSS receiver incorporating an electronic compass. It
determines latitude, longitude, and altitude of an actual
location of the shovel, and determines a direction of the
shovel. The direction of the shovel, for example, corre-
sponds to a direction of the upper swinging body 3 and
to a direction of the attachment. It has no connection to
a direction of the lower travelling body 1. The lower trav-
elling body 1 moves forward or backward in response to
an inclination direction of a travel lever that is one of an
operating device 26 (see FIG. 3). And, a side where a
hydraulic travel motor 1A (left) and a hydraulic travel mo-
tor 1B (right, invisible) are arranged (a right side in FIG.

1) corresponds to a rear side of the lower travelling body
1.
[0013] The orientation detecting device M3 is a device
that detects an orientation of an attachment. In the
present embodiment, the orientation detecting device M3
is a device that detects an orientation of the excavation
attachment.
[0014] The imaging device M4 is a device that captures
an image representing scenery around the shovel. In the
present embodiment, the imaging device M4 is a camera
attached to the upper swinging body 3 of the shovel. It
obtains terrain information of a workplace by recognizing
a distance to a ground surface around the shovel based
on the captured image. The imaging device M4 may be
a stereo camera, a range image camera, a three-dimen-
sional laser scanner, or the like.
[0015] FIG.2 is a side view of the shovel and illustrates
an example of output contents of various sensors that
constitute the orientation detecting device M3 mounted
on the shovel in FIG. 1. Specifically, the orientation de-
tecting device M3 includes a boom angle sensor M3a,
an arm angle sensor M3b, a bucket angle sensor M3c,
and a machine body inclination sensor M3d.
[0016] The boom angle sensor M3a is a sensor that
obtains a boom angle θ1. It includes, for example, a ro-
tational angle sensor that detects a rotational angle of a
boom foot pin, a stroke sensor that detects a stroke
amount of the boom cylinder 7, an inclination (accelera-
tion) sensor that detects an inclination angle of the boom
4, or the like. The boom angle θ1 is an angle of a line
segment connecting a boom foot pin position P1 and an
arm coupling pin position P2 with respect to the horizontal
line in the XZ plane.
[0017] The arm angle sensor M3b is a sensor that ob-
tains an arm angle θ2. It includes, for example, a rota-
tional angle sensor that detects a rotational angle of an
arm coupling pin, a stroke sensor that detects a stroke
amount of the arm cylinder 8, an inclination (acceleration)
sensor that detects an inclination angle of the arm 5, or
the like. The arm angle θ2 is an angle of a line segment
connecting the arm coupling pin position P2 and a bucket
coupling pin position P3 with respect to the horizontal
line in the XZ plane.
[0018] The bucket angle sensor M3c is a sensor that
obtains a bucket angle θ3. It includes, for example, a
rotational angle sensor that detects a rotational angle of
a bucket coupling pin, a stroke sensor that detects a
stroke amount of the bucket cylinder 9, an inclination (ac-
celeration) sensor that detects an inclination angle of the
bucket 6, or the like. The bucket angle θ3 is an angle of
a line segment connecting the bucket coupling pin posi-
tion P3 and a bucket tooth tip position P4 with respect to
the horizontal line in the XZ plane.
[0019] The machine body inclination sensor M3d is a
sensor that obtains a Y-axis inclination angle θ4 of the
shovel and an X-axis inclination angle θ5 (not shown) of
the shovel. It includes, for example, a biaxial inclination
(acceleration) sensor, or the like. The XY plane in FIG.
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2 is the horizontal plane.
[0020] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a driving system mounted on the shovel in
FIG. 1. It indicates a mechanical power transmission line,
a high-pressure hydraulic line, a pilot line, an electric con-
trol line, and an electric power line by a double line, a
solid line, a dashed line, a dotted line, and a dashed dot-
ted line, respectively.
[0021] The driving system of the shovel mainly in-
cludes an engine 11, an electric generator 12, main
pumps 14L, 14R, a pilot pump 15, a control valve 17, an
operating device 26, an operation content detecting de-
vice 29, a controller 30, a battery 70, an electric compo-
nent 72, an electric power feeding device 74, and a dis-
play device 76.
[0022] The engine 11 is a diesel engine that operates
to maintain a predetermined rotating speed, for example.
Also, an output shaft of the engine 11 is coupled to re-
spective input shafts of the electric generator 12, the main
pumps 14L, 14R, and the pilot pump 15.
[0023] The electric generator 12 is a device that gen-
erates electric power by a rotation by using a drive force
of the engine 11. It supplies electric energy to the con-
troller 30, the battery 70, the electric component 72, the
electric power feeding device 74, the display device 76,
and the like.
[0024] The main pumps 14L, 14R are devices that sup-
ply hydraulic oil to the control valve 17 via a high-pressure
hydraulic line. It is a swash plate type variable displace-
ment hydraulic pump, for example.
[0025] The pilot pump 15 is a device that supplies hy-
draulic oil to various hydraulic control devices such as
the operating device 26 via a pilot line 25. It is a fixed
displacement hydraulic pump, for example.
[0026] The control valve 17 is a hydraulic control de-
vice that controls a hydraulic system in the shovel. Spe-
cifically, the control valve 17 includes flow rate control
valves 171-176 that control a flow of hydraulic oil dis-
charged from the main pumps 14L, 14R. And, the control
valve 17 selectively supplies hydraulic oil discharged
from the main pumps 14L, 14R through the flow rate con-
trol valves 171-176 to one or more of the boom cylinder
7, the arm cylinder 8, the bucket cylinder 9, the hydraulic
travel motor 1A (left), the hydraulic travel motor 1B (right)
and a hydraulic swing motor 2A. In what follows, the boom
cylinder 7, the arm cylinder 8, the bucket cylinder 9, the
hydraulic travel motor 1A (left), the hydraulic travel motor
1B (right) and the hydraulic swing motor 2A are collec-
tively referred to as "hydraulic actuators".
[0027] The operating device 26 is a device that an op-
erator uses for operations of the hydraulic actuators. In
the present embodiment, the operating device 26 sup-
plies hydraulic oil discharged from the pilot pump 15
through the pilot line 25 to a pilot port of a flow rate control
valve corresponding to each of the hydraulic actuators.
A pressure (a pilot pressure) of the hydraulic oil supplied
to each of the pilot ports depends on an operation direc-
tion and an operation amount of a lever or a pedal (not

shown) at an operating device 26 corresponding to each
of the hydraulic actuators.
[0028] The operation content detecting device 29 is a
device that detects an operation content of the operating
device 26 by an operator. In the present embodiment,
the operation content detecting device 29 detects in a
form of pressure an operation direction and an operation
amount of a lever or a pedal at an operating device 26
corresponding to each of the hydraulic actuators, and
outputs the detected value to the controller 30. An oper-
ation content of the operating device 26 may be derived
by using a sensor other than a pressure sensor, such as
a potentiometer, or the like.
[0029] The controller 30 is a control device for control-
ling the shovel. For example, it is made up of a computer
having a CPU, a RAM, a non-volatile memory, and the
like. Also, the controller 30 loads programs correspond-
ing to various functional elements from a ROM to the
RAM, and causes the CPU to execute processes corre-
sponding to the various functional elements.
[0030] The battery 70 is a device that accumulates
electric energy. For example, it is charged with electric
power generated by the electric generator 12. Also, the
electric energy in the battery 70 is supplied to the con-
troller 30, the electric component 72, the electric power
feeding device 74, the display device 76, and the like.
[0031] The electric component 72 is an electric load
mounted on the shove. For example, it includes an audio
output device, a light device, and the like.
[0032] The electric power feeding device 74 is a device
for supplying electric energy to an external electric equip-
ment. For example, it includes a receptacle that receives
an attachment plug of the external electric equipment.
The external electric equipment includes a multi-copter
(a drone) for an aerial shoot. For example, an operator
can charge a battery of the multi-copter for an aerial shoot
by plugging an attachment plug of a power cable extend-
ing from the battery of the multi-copter for an aerial shoot
into a receptacle of the electric power feeding device 74.
[0033] The display device 76 is a device that displays
various information. For example, it is an on-machine
display installed in the cabin 10. In the present embodi-
ment, the display device 76 is connected to the imaging
device M4, and can display an image representing scen-
ery around the shovel captured by the imaging device M4.
[0034] The main pumps 14L, 14R driven by the engine
11 circulates hydraulic oil through respective center by-
pass lines 40L, 40R to a hydraulic oil tank.
[0035] The center bypass line 40L is a high-pressure
hydraulic line passing through the flow rate control valves
171, 173, and 175 disposed in the control valve 17. Also,
the center bypass line 40R is a high-pressure hydraulic
line passing through the flow rate control valves 172, 174,
and 176 disposed in the control valve 17.
[0036] The flow rate control valves 171, 172, and 173
are spool valves that control a flow rate and a flow direc-
tion of hydraulic oil flowing into or out of the hydraulic
travel motor 1A (left), the hydraulic travel motor 1B (right),
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and the hydraulic swing motor 2A, respectively.
[0037] Also, the flow rate control valves 174, 175, and
176 are spool valves that control a flow rate and a flow
direction of hydraulic oil flowing into or out of the bucket
cylinder 9, the arm cylinder 8, and the boom cylinder 7,
respectively. In the present embodiment, a regeneration
hydraulic line 175a (see FIG. 6A) is formed inside the
flow rate control valve 175. Also, a regeneration release
valve 50 is attached between the flow rate control valve
175 and the hydraulic oil tank.
[0038] Next, referring to FIG. 4, functions of the con-
troller 30 will be explained. FIG. 4 is a functional block
diagram illustrating a configuration example of the con-
troller 30. In the present embodiment, the controller 30
receives outputs from the communication device M1, the
positioning device M2, the orientation detecting device
M3, and the imaging device M4, executes various calcu-
lations, and outputs a control command corresponding
to the calculation results to controlled objects (for exam-
ple, the engine 11, the main pumps 14L, 14R, the control
valve 17, the regeneration release valve 50, or the like).
[0039] Specifically, the controller 30 mainly includes a
terrain database updating part 31, a position coordinate
updating part 32, a ground surface shape information
obtaining part 33 and an excavation controlling part 34.
[0040] The terrain database updating part 31 is a func-
tional element that updates a terrain database that stores
terrain information of a workplace referably and system-
atically. In the present embodiment, the terrain database
updating part 31 obtains terrain information of a work-
place through the communication device M1 at the time
of startup of the shovel, for example, and updates the
terrain database. The terrain database is stored in the
non-volatile memory or the like. Also, terrain information
of a workplace is described in a three-dimensional terrain
model based on the world geodetic system, for example.
[0041] Also, the terrain database updating part 31 may
update the terrain database by utilizing an output of the
imaging device M4. In this case, the imaging device M4
may be independent from the shovel. Also, the controller
30 may obtain terrain information output from the imaging
device M4 through the communication device M1. Spe-
cifically, the imaging device M4 may be attached to a
multi-copter for an aerial shoot, a steel tower built at a
workplace, or the like, and may obtain terrain information
of the workplace based on an image representing scen-
ery of the workplace viewed from above. Also, when the
imaging device M4 is attached to the multi-copter for an
aerial shoot, the imaging device M4 may capture an im-
age representing scenery of the workplace viewed from
above, and may obtain terrain information of the work-
place at a frequency of once an hour or in real time.
[0042] Also, the terrain database updating part 31 may
update the terrain database by obtaining terrain informa-
tion of a workplace through the communication device
M1 at a frequency of once a day and by obtaining terrain
information of a workplace through the imaging device
M4 at a frequency of once an hour or in real time, for

example.
[0043] Also, when the terrain database updating part
31 uses the terrain information obtained though the com-
munication device M1 in combination with the terrain in-
formation obtained through the imaging device M4, it may
use the terrain information obtained through the imaging
device M4 to correct the terrain information obtained
through the communication device M1. In this case, the
terrain database updating part 31 may correct terrain in-
formation with a period (an interval) longer than a period
(an interval) with which the communication device M1
obtains terrain information.
[0044] The position coordinate updating part 32 is a
functional element that updates a coordinate and a di-
rection that indicate a current position of the shovel. In
the present embodiment, the position coordinate updat-
ing part 32 obtains a position coordinate and a direction
of the shovel in the world geodetic system based on an
output from the positioning device M2, and updates data
stored in a non-volatile memory or the like relating to a
coordinate and a direction that indicate a current position
of the shovel.
[0045] Also, similar to the case of the terrain database
updating part 31, the position coordinate updating part
32 may update a coordinate and a direction that indicate
a current position of the shovel by using an output from
the imaging device M4. In this case, the position coordi-
nate updating part 32 may update data relating to a co-
ordinate and a direction that indicate a current position
of the shovel in real time by using an output from the
positioning device M2 in combination with an output from
the imaging device M4. Also, the position coordinate up-
dating part 32 may update data relating to a coordinate
and a direction that indicate a current position of the shov-
el in real time, based only on an output from the imaging
device M4.
[0046] The ground surface shape information obtain-
ing part 33 is a functional element that obtains information
relating to a current shape of a ground surface at a work-
place. In the present embodiment, the ground surface
shape information obtaining part 33 obtains information
relating to a current shape of an excavation target ground
surface based on terrain information updated by the ter-
rain database updating part 31, a coordinate and a di-
rection that indicate a current position of the shovel up-
dated by the positon coordinate updating part 32, and a
past transition of an orientation of the excavation attach-
ment detected by the orientation detecting device M3.
[0047] FIG. 5 is a conceptual diagram of information
relating to a current shape of an excavation target ground
surface obtained by the ground surface shape informa-
tion obtaining part 33. A plurality of bucket shapes indi-
cated by a dashed line in FIG. 5 represents a trajectory
of the bucket 6 in the previous excavating operation. The
trajectory of the bucket 6 is derived from a transition of
an orientation of the excavation attachment previously
detected by the orientation detecting device M3. Also, a
thick solid line in FIG. 5 represents a current cross-sec-
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tional shape of an excavation target ground surface that
has been recognized by the ground surface shape infor-
mation obtaining part 33. A thick dotted line represents
a cross-sectional shape of an excavation target ground
surface that is at a time before the previous excavating
operation has been performed and that has been recog-
nized by the ground surface shape information obtaining
part 33. That is, the ground surface shape information
obtaining part 33 derives a current shape of an excava-
tion target ground surface by removing a portion corre-
sponding to a space where the bucket 6 has passed
through during the previous excavating operation from
the shape of the excavation target ground surface at a
time before the previous excavating operation has been
performed. Also, each block that extends in a Z-axis di-
rection indicated by a dashed dotted line in FIG. 5 rep-
resents each element in the three-dimensional terrain
model. Each element is represented by, for example, a
model having a unit area a top face of which is parallel
to XY plane and having an infinite length in -Z direction.
The three-dimensional terrain model may be represented
by a three-dimensional mesh model.
[0048] The excavation controlling part 34 is a functional
element that controls the excavation attachment. In the
present embodiment, the excavation controlling part 34
controls the excavation attachment based on information
relating to a current shape of an excavation target ground
surface obtained by the ground surface shape informa-
tion obtaining part 33.
[0049] Specifically, the excavation controlling part 34
determines an excavating state based on a current ori-
entation of the excavation attachment detected by the
orientation detecting device M3 and information relating
to a current shape of an excavation target ground surface
obtained by the ground surface shape information ob-
taining part 33 (information derived from an orientation
information during the previous excavating operation).
For example, the excavation controlling part 34 deter-
mines whether a tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in contact
with the excavation target ground surface. Then, when
the excavation controlling part 34 has determined that
the tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in contact with the exca-
vation target ground surface, it switches a control mode
from "ground surface mode" to "underground mode".
Particularly, in closing the arm 5 when the excavation
attachment (the tooth tip of the bucket 6) is above the
ground surface, it is desirable to cause the arm 5 to de-
scend under its own weight by making the pressure in
the rod side hydraulic chamber of the arm cylinder 8 high-
er than the pressure in the bottom side hydraulic cham-
ber. Also, in an excavating operation after the ground
surface contact, for excavation, it is necessary to make
the pressure in the bottom side hydraulic chamber of the
arm cylinder 8 higher than the pressure in the rod side
hydraulic chamber. To that end, the excavation control-
ling part 34 precisely determines whether the bucket 6
is in contact with the excavation target ground surface in
order to start an excavation smoothly. On that basis, it

supplies the high-pressure hydraulic oil discharged from
the main pumps 14L, 14R to the bottom side hydraulic
chamber of the arm cylinder 8. Then, in a case where
the controlled object is, for example, the regeneration
release valve 50, the excavation controlling part 34 in-
creases an opening area of the regeneration release
valve 50 by outputting a control command thereto when
the tooth tip of the bucket 6 comes in contact with the
excavation target ground surface. The expression "when
it comes in contact with" includes "just before it comes
in contact with". Preferably, the excavation controlling
part 34 increases the opening area by outputting a control
command to the regeneration release valve 50 just be-
fore the tooth tip of the bucket 6 comes in contact with
the excavation target ground surface. In addition, it may
control the excavation attachment based on preliminarily
entered soil density information. For example, the greater
the soil density is, the greater the opening area may be-
come.
[0050] In addition, the excavation controlling part 34
may employ the engine 11, the main pumps 14L, 14R,
or the like as the controlled object. In this case, it switches
the control mode from "ground surface mode" to "under-
ground mode" when it determines that the bucket 6 is in
contact with the excavation target ground surface. Then,
it increases an output horsepower of the excavation at-
tachment by increasing a rotating speed command for
the engine 11 or by changing tilt angles of swash plates
of the main pumps 14L, 14R. As a result, it can increase
a drive force for the excavation attachment when it is
working at "underground mode". In addition, it can im-
prove fuel economy by decreasing the output horsepow-
er during "ground surface mode".
[0051] The excavation controlling part 34 may execute
each control of the above described controlled objects
individually or in combination. Also, this control may con-
tinue to be executed until an actual shape of the exca-
vation target ground surface becomes a target shape.
For example, it may continue to be executed until a depth
of the excavation target ground surface reaches a depth
of a predetermined target plane. When a depth of the
excavation target ground surface has reached the depth
of the target plane, an excavation deeper than the depth
of the target plane may be restricted.
[0052] FIGS. 6A-6C are diagrams illustrating a config-
uration example of the regeneration hydraulic line 175a
and the regeneration release valve 50. Specifically, FIG.
6A is an enlarged view of a part of the control valve 17
illustrated in FIG. 3 including the flow rate control valve
175 and the regeneration release valve 50. Also, FIG.
6B illustrates a flow of hydraulic oil when an opening area
of the regeneration release valve 50 has been minimized
at an arm closing operation, FIG. 6C illustrates a flow of
hydraulic oil when an opening area of the regeneration
release valve 50 has been maximized at an arm closing
operation.
[0053] The regeneration hydraulic line 175a is a hy-
draulic line that causes hydraulic oil flowing out of the rod
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side hydraulic chamber (a contraction side hydraulic
chamber that contracts at an arm closing operation) of
the arm cylinder 8 to flow into (to be regenerated into)
the bottom side hydraulic chamber (an extension side
hydraulic chamber). Also, the regeneration hydraulic line
175a includes a check valve that prevents hydraulic oil
from flowing from the bottom side hydraulic chamber to
the rod side hydraulic chamber. The regeneration hy-
draulic line 175a may be formed outside of the flow rate
control valve 175.
[0054] The regeneration release valve 50 is a valve
that regulates a flow rate of hydraulic oil flowing out of
the rod side hydraulic chamber of the arm cylinder 8 and
flowing to the hydraulic oil tank. In the present embodi-
ment, the regeneration release valve 50 is an electro-
magnetic valve that operates in response to a control
command from the controller 30. It regulates flow rates
of hydraulic oil flowing through each of a hydraulic line
50a and the regeneration hydraulic line 175a by increas-
ing and decreasing a flow passage area of the hydraulic
line 50a between the flow rate control valve 175 and the
hydraulic oil tank.
[0055] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 6B, the regener-
ation release valve 50 decreases a flow rate of hydraulic
oil flowing through the hydraulic line 50a and increases
a flow rate of hydraulic oil flowing through the regenera-
tion hydraulic line 175a by decreasing the opening area
in response to the control command from the controller
30. Due to this configuration, the regeneration release
valve 50 can prevent the arm 5 from descending under
its own weight when moving the excavation attachment
in the air.
[0056] Also, as shown in FIG. 6C, the regeneration re-
lease valve 50 increases a flow rate of hydraulic oil flow-
ing through the hydraulic line 50a and decreases or ter-
minates a flow rate of hydraulic oil flowing through the
regeneration hydraulic line 175a by increasing the open-
ing area in response to the control command from the
controller 30. Due to this configuration, even during an
excavation, that is, even in a case where the excavation
attachment is in contact with the ground surface, the re-
generation release valve 50 can prevent an unnecessary
pressure loss from being generated at the hydraulic line
50a and can prevent an excavating force from being de-
creased.
[0057] The regeneration release valve 50 may be dis-
posed between the rod side hydraulic chamber of the
arm cylinder 8 and the flow rate control valve 175.
[0058] Next, referring to FIG. 7, a process where the
controller 30 adjusts an opening area of the regeneration
release valve 50 (hereinafter referred to as "an opening
area adjusting process") will be explained. FIG. 7 is a
flowchart illustrating a flow of the opening area adjusting
process. The controller 30 executes this opening area
adjusting process repeatedly at a predetermined control
period while the shovel is in operation.
[0059] First, the controller 30 determines whether an
arm closing operation is performed (step S1). In the

present embodiment, the controller 30 determines
whether an arm operating lever has been operated in a
closing direction based on an output of the operation con-
tent detecting device 29.
[0060] When the controller 30 has determined that an
arm closing operation has not been performed (NO in
step S1), it terminates this opening area adjusting proc-
ess.
[0061] When the controller 30 has determined that an
arm closing operation has been performed (YES in step
S1), it determines whether the excavation attachment is
in contact with a ground surface (step S2). In the present
embodiment, the controller 30 determines whether the
tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in contact with a ground surface
or not based on a current position of the tooth tip of the
bucket 6 derived from an output of the orientation detect-
ing device M3 and information relating to a current shape
of an excavation target ground surface obtained by the
ground surface shape information obtaining part 33.
[0062] Then, when the controller 30 has determined
that the excavation attachment is in contact with a ground
surface (YES in step S2), it increases an opening area
of the regeneration release valve 50 as needed (step
S3). In the present embodiment, when the controller 30
has determined that the tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in
contact with a ground surface, if the opening area is
smaller than a predetermined value, it increases the
opening area up to the predetermined value.
[0063] In contrast, when the controller 30 has deter-
mined that the excavation attachment is not in contact
with a ground surface (NO in step S2), it decreases an
opening area of the regeneration release valve 50 as
needed (step S4). In the present embodiment, when the
controller 30 has determined that the tooth tip of the buck-
et 6 is not in contact with a ground surface, if the opening
area is larger than a predetermined value, it decreases
the opening area down to the predetermined value.
[0064] Next, referring to FIG. 8, temporal transitions of
various parameters when the controller 30 adjusts the
opening area of the regeneration release valve 50 will be
explained. FIG. 8(A) illustrates a temporal transition of
pressure in the rod side hydraulic chamber of the arm
cylinder 8. Also, FIG. 8(B) illustrates a temporal transition
of a ground surface contact flag, and FIG. 8(C) illustrates
a temporal transition of an opening area of the regener-
ation release valve 50. The temporal axes (abscissa ax-
es) are identical in FIGS. 8(A)-8(C). Also, the ground sur-
face contact flag represents determination results by the
controller 30 of whether the excavation attachment is in
contact with a ground surface or not. Specifically, a value
"OFF" of the ground surface contact flag represents a
state where the controller 30 has determined that "there
is no contact", while a value "ON" of the ground surface
contact flag represents a state where the controller 30
has determined that "there is contact". Also, a transition
illustrated by a solid line in FIG. 8 represents a transition
in a case where an actual contact and a determination
of "there is contact" have occurred simultaneously. In
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contrast, a transition illustrated by a dashed line in FIG.
8 represents a transition in a case where a determination
of "there is contact" has occurred before an actual con-
tact, and a transition illustrated by a dashed dotted line
in FIG. 8 represents a transition in a case where a deter-
mination of "there is contact" has occurred after an actual
contact.
[0065] Specifically, when a determination of "there is
contact" has been conducted before an actual contact,
as indicated by the dashed line in FIG. 8(B), the ground
surface contact flag is switched from a value "OFF" to a
value "ON" at a time point t1. In the present embodiment,
an actual contact occurs at a time point t2. Then, when
the controller 30 has switched the ground surface contact
flag to a value "ON", it increases an opening area of the
regeneration release valve 50. Thus, as indicated by the
dashed line in FIG. 8(C), an opening area of the regen-
eration release valve 50 is adjusted from a value An to
a value Aw (> An) at the time point t1. The value An is
an opening area preliminarily set as an optimal value
when moving the arm 5 in the air, and a value Aw is an
opening area preliminarily set as an optimal value when
moving the arm 5 during an excavation. As a result, as
indicated by the dashed line in FIG. 8(A), pressure in the
rod side hydraulic chamber of the arm cylinder 8 begins
to decrease at the time point t1, and continues to de-
crease until an actual contact occurs. This is because
the arm 5 descends under its own weight. Then, after an
actual contact has occurred at the time point t2 (between
the time point t2 and a time point t3), the pressure turns
upward and subsequently increases up to a value corre-
sponding to an excavating reaction force as a working
reaction force.
[0066] In this way, when the controller 30 has deter-
mined that "there is contact" before an actual contact, it
might rapidly decrease pressure in the rod side hydraulic
chamber of the arm cylinder 8 temporarily, and therefore
might generate cavitation.
[0067] In contrast, when the controller 30 has deter-
mined that "there is contact" after an actual contact, an
opening area of the regeneration release valve 50 re-
mains small at the time point t2 when an actual contact
occurs. Thus, pressure in the rod side hydraulic chamber
might increase. Then, as indicated by the dashed dotted
line in FIG. 8(B), the ground surface contact flag is
switched from a value "OFF" to a value "ON" at the time
point t3. Thus, as indicated by the dashed dotted line in
FIG. 8(C), an opening area of the regeneration release
valve 50 is adjusted from a value An to a value Aw at the
time point t3. As a result, as indicated by the dashed
dotted line in FIG. 8(A), pressure in the rod side hydraulic
chamber of the arm cylinder 8 begins to increase at the
time point t2 when an actual contact occurs, and contin-
ues to increase until an opening area of the regeneration
release valve 50 is increased up to the value Aw at the
time point t3. This is because it is affected by an exca-
vating reaction force and pressure loss at the regenera-
tion release valve 50. Then, when an opening area of the

regeneration release valve 50 is increased to the value
Aw at the time point t3, the pressure turns downward and
subsequently decreases down to a value corresponding
to an excavating reaction force.
[0068] In this way, when the controller 30 has deter-
mined that "there is contact" after an actual contact, it
might increase pressure in the rod side hydraulic cham-
ber of the arm cylinder 8 temporarily. Thus, it might desta-
bilize a movement of the excavation attachment, and
might decrease working efficiency.
[0069] In view of the above, the controller 30 deter-
mines whether the excavation attachment is in contact
with an excavation target ground surface based on a cur-
rent orientation of the excavation attachment detected
by the orientation detecting device M3 and information
relating to a current shape of the excavation target ground
surface obtained by the ground surface shape informa-
tion obtaining part 33. This is to determine that "there is
contact" at the same time as an actual contact.
[0070] When it has been determined that "there is con-
tact" at the same time as an actual contact, as indicated
by the solid line in FIG. 8(B), the ground surface contact
flag is switched for a value "OFF" to a value "ON" at the
time point t2. Thus, as indicated by the solid line in FIG.
8(C), an opening area of the regeneration release valve
50 is adjusted from a value An to a value Aw at the time
point t2. As a result, as indicated by the solid line in FIG.
8(A), pressure in the rod side hydraulic chamber of the
arm cylinder 8 begins to decrease at the time point t2
when an actual contact occurs, and subsequently de-
creases down to a value corresponding to an excavating
reaction force. It does not rapidly decrease temporarily
before an actual contact occurs, and does not increase
under the influence of pressure loss at the regeneration
release valve 50 after an actual contact has occurred
either.
[0071] Due to the above configuration, the controller
30 obtains information relating to a current shape of a
ground surface as a work target based on a transition of
an orientation of the excavation attachment detected by
the orientation detecting device M3. Then, it controls the
attachment based on the obtained information relating
to the current shape of the ground surface as a work
target. In the present embodiment, the controller 30 ad-
justs an opening area of the regeneration release valve
50 based on a current orientation of the excavation at-
tachment and a current shape of an excavation target
ground surface. Specifically, it adjusts an opening area
of the regeneration release valve 50 based on a current
position of the tooth tip of the bucket 6 and a current
shape of the excavation target ground surface. Thus, at
the same time as the tooth tip of the bucket 6 comes in
contact with the excavation target ground surface, it can
decrease or eliminate pressure loss at the regeneration
release valve 50 associated with hydraulic oil flowing
from the rod side hydraulic chamber of the arm cylinder
8 to the hydraulic oil tank. As a result, the controller 30
can more precisely determine whether there has been a
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contact or not, and can reduce an erroneous determina-
tion, in comparison to a case where it determines whether
the tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in contact with the exca-
vation target ground surface or not based on a change
in an arm cylinder pressure or the like. Also, it can improve
operability and working efficiency by reducing an erro-
neous determination of the presence or absence of the
contact. Specifically, at the same time as the tooth tip of
the bucket 6 comes in contact with a ground surface, it
can decrease or eliminate pressure loss that has been
generated purposely at the regeneration release valve
50 for preventing the arm 5 from descending under its
own weight, and therefore can prevent a force required
for an excavation from increasing by an amount corre-
sponding to the pressure loss. Also, it can prevent the
arm 5 from descending under its own weight before a
contact with a ground surface, and therefore can prevent
generation of cavitation.
[0072] Similar to the case of adjusting an opening area
of the regeneration release valve 50 associated with the
arm cylinder 8, the controller 30 may adjust an opening
area of a regeneration release valve (not shown) asso-
ciated with the boom cylinder 7, or may adjust an opening
area of a regeneration release valve (not shown) asso-
ciated with the bucket cylinder 9.
[0073] Next, referring to FIGS. 9-11, another example
of an excavation attachment control by the excavation
controlling part 34 in the controller 30 will be explained.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a relationship of a depth
of an excavation target ground surface and a reference
plane. The reference plane is a plane that acts as a ref-
erence for determining a depth of an excavation target
ground surface. In the present embodiment, the refer-
ence plane is a horizontal plane whether the center point
R of the shovel is located on. The center point R is an
intersection point of a swing axis of the shovel and a
contact ground plane of the lower travelling body 1.
[0074] Specifically, the excavation attachment indicat-
ed by a dashed dotted line in FIG. 9 represents an ori-
entation of the excavation attachment when excavating
an excavation target ground surface at the same depth
as the reference plane indicated by a dashed dotted line.
In this case, a depth D of the excavation target ground
surface is the same as a depth D0 (=0) of the reference
plane. The depth D of the excavation target ground sur-
face is derived based on information relating to a current
shape of an excavation target ground surface obtained
by the ground surface shape information obtaining part
33 (information calculated from an orientation informa-
tion during the previous excavating operation). Also, the
depth D of the excavation target ground surface may be
derived based on a current orientation of the excavation
attachment detected by the orientation detecting device
M3.
[0075] Also, the excavation attachment indicated by a
dashed line in FIG. 9 represents an orientation of the
excavation attachment when excavating an excavation
target ground surface indicated by a dashed line. In this

case, a depth D of the excavation target ground surface
is indicated by a depth D1 (>D0).
[0076] Also, the excavation attachment indicated by a
solid line in FIG. 9 represents an orientation of the exca-
vation attachment when excavating an excavation target
ground surface indicated by a solid line. In this case, a
depth D of the excavation target ground surface is indi-
cated by a depth D2 (>D1).
[0077] An excavation target ground surface may be at
a level higher than the reference plane. In this case, a
depth D of the excavation target ground surface may be
represented by a negative value.
[0078] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a relationship
of a bucket angle θ3, an excavating reaction force F, and
a depth D of an excavation target ground surface. Spe-
cifically, FIG. 10(A) illustrates a transition of an orienta-
tion of the bucket 6 when closing the bucket 6 from a
bucket angle 30° to a bucket angle 180°. The bucket 6
indicated by a dashed line in FIG. 10(A) represents its
orientation at a bucket angle 30°, and the bucket 6 indi-
cated by a solid line in FIG. 10(A) represents its orienta-
tion at a bucket angle 180°.
[0079] FIG. 10(B) illustrates an example of contents of
an association table that preliminarily stores a corre-
spondence relationship of a depth D of an excavation
target ground surface and a transition or a peak value of
an excavating reaction force F in a case where a prede-
termined bucket closing operation is performed. Specif-
ically, FIG. 10(B) illustrates a transition of an excavating
reaction force F associated with a bucket angle θ3 when
closing the bucket 6 from a bucket angle 30° to a bucket
angle 180°. The association table is a data table gener-
ated based on an analysis of actual measured data, and
is preliminarily stored in a non-volatile memory, for ex-
ample.
[0080] Also, FIG. 10(C) illustrates a temporal transition
of a bucket angle θ3, and FIG. 10(D) illustrates a temporal
transition of an excavating reaction force F calculated by
using the association table illustrated by FIG. 10(B). The
respective temporal axes (abscissa axes) are identical
in FIGS. 10(C) and 10(D).
[0081] Also, transitions indicated by dashed dotted
lines in FIGS. 10(B) and 10(D) represent transitions when
a depth D of an excavation target ground surface is the
depth D0. Also, transitions indicated by dashed lines rep-
resent transitions when a depth D of an excavation target
ground surface is the depth D1, and transitions indicated
by solid lines represent transitions when a depth D of an
excavation target ground surface is the depth D2.
[0082] In a case where a bucket closing operation from
a bucket angle 30° to a bucket angle 180° as shown in
FIGS. 10(A) and 10(C) has been performed, as shown
in FIG. 10(B), an excavating reaction force F turns down-
ward after a bucket angle θ3 has increased up to a certain
angle (e.g. 100°), and reaches a zero when a bucket
angle θ3 has reached 180°. This trend is similar inde-
pendently of a depth D of an excavation target ground
surface. However, a peak value of an excavating reaction
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force F changes depending on a change in a depth D of
an excavation target ground surface. FIGS. 10(B) and
10(D) show as an example a trend the deeper a depth
D of an excavation target ground surface is the higher a
peak value of an excavating reaction force F becomes.
[0083] In view of the above, the excavation controlling
part 34 in the controller 30 derives a current depth D of
an excavation target ground surface based on informa-
tion relating to a current shape of an excavation target
ground surface obtained by the ground surface shape
information obtaining part 33. Then, the excavation con-
trolling part 34 estimates depending on the current depth
D of the excavation target ground surface a peak value
of an excavating reaction force F in a case where a pre-
determined bucket closing operation is performed. Sub-
sequently, the excavation controlling part 34 determines
whether a peak value of the estimated excavating reac-
tion force F exceeds a predetermined value. Then, when
the excavation controlling part 34 has determined that
the peak value exceeds the predetermined value, it reg-
ulates a movement of the excavation attachment so that
the peak value may not exceed the predetermined value.
This is to prevent a movement of the excavation attach-
ment from being destabilized due to an excessive exca-
vating reaction force F. For example, in spite of the pres-
ence or absence of a boom lifting manipulation by an
operator, the excavation controlling part 34 automatically
lifts the boom 4 during a bucket closing operation so that
the peak value of the excavating reaction force F may
not exceed the predetermined value. For example, the
excavation controlling part 34 automatically lifts the boom
4 at a lifting rate (a pivot angle per unit time of the boom
4) practically unnoticeable to an operator. Thus, the ex-
cavation controlling part 34 can smooth a movement of
the excavation attachment without making an operator
notice that the boom 4 has lifted automatically, and there-
fore can improve an operational feeling. An object con-
trolled by the excavation controlling part 34 in this case
is not the regeneration release valve 50 but the flow rate
control valve 176. For example, the excavation control-
ling part 34 automatically displaces the flow rate control
valve 176 by outputting a control command to an elec-
tromagnetic valve (not shown) that increases and de-
creases a pilot pressure of the flow rate control valve
176. Also, this control may continue to be executed until
an actual shape of an excavation target ground surface
take the form of a target shape. For example, it may con-
tinue to be executed until a depth of an excavation target
ground surface reaches a predetermined depth of a tar-
get plane. In a case where a depth of an excavation target
ground surface has reached the depth of the target plane,
a deeper excavation may be restricted.
[0084] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of a proc-
ess where the controller 30 automatically adjusts an ori-
entation of the excavation attachment so that a peak val-
ue of an excavating reaction force F may not exceed a
predetermined value (hereinafter referred to as "auto-
matic orientation adjusting process"). The controller 30

executes this automatic orientation adjusting process re-
peatedly at a predetermined control period while the
shovel is in operation.
[0085] First, the controller 30 determines whether an
excavating operation has been performed (step S11). In
the present embodiment, the controller 30 determines
whether at least one of a boom operation, an arm oper-
ation, and a bucket operation based on an output of the
operation content detecting device 29.
[0086] Then, when the controller 30 has determined
that an excavating operation has been performed (YES
in step S11), it determines whether the excavation at-
tachment is in contact with a ground surface (step S12).
In the present embodiment, the controller 30 determines
whether the tooth tip of the bucket 6 is in contact with the
ground surface based on a current position of the tooth
tip of the bucket 6 derived from an output of the orientation
detecting device M3 and information relating to a current
shape of an excavation target ground surface obtained
by the ground surface shape information obtaining part
33.
[0087] Then, when the controller has determined that
the excavation attachment is in contact with the ground
surface (YES in step S12), it estimates a peak value of
an excavating reaction force F (step S13). In the present
embodiment, the controller 30 derives a current depth D
of the excavation target ground surface based on the
information relating to a current shape of the excavation
target ground surface obtained by the ground surface
shape information obtaining part 33. Then, the controller
30 estimates based on a current depth D of the excava-
tion target ground surface a peak value of the excavating
reaction force F for a case where a predetermined bucket
closing operation is performed. Specifically, the control-
ler 30 derives a peak value of the excavating reaction
force F corresponding to a current depth D of the exca-
vation target ground surface by referring to the associa-
tion table illustrated by FIG. 10(B). Also, the controller 30
may calculate in real time a peak value of the excavating
reaction force F for a case where a predetermined bucket
closing operation is performed, based on a current depth
D of the excavation target ground surface. Also, the con-
troller 30 may take into account a soil density or the like
when calculating the peak value. The soil density may
be a value entered by an operator through an on-machine
input device (not shown), or may be a value automatically
calculated based on outputs of various sensors such as
a cylinder pressure sensor or the like.
[0088] Subsequently, the controller 30 determines
whether the estimated peak value of the excavating re-
action force F exceeds a predetermined value Fth (step
S14).
[0089] Then, when the controller 30 has determined
that the peak value exceeds the predetermined value Fth
(YES in step S14), it automatically adjusts an orientation
of the excavation attachment during the bucket closing
operation (step S15). In the present embodiment, the
controller 30 automatically lifts the boom 4 during the
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bucket closing operation, in spite of the presence or ab-
sence of a boom lifting manipulation by an operator. Spe-
cifically, it automatically lifts the boom 4 in a predeter-
mined moving pattern depending on a change in a bucket
angle θ3.
[0090] When the controller 30 has determined that an
excavating operation has not been performed (NO in step
S11), that the excavation attachment is not in contact
with a ground surface (NO in step S12), or that a peak
value is less than or equal to the predetermined value
Fth (NO in step S14), it terminates this automatic orien-
tation adjusting process without automatically adjusting
an orientation of the excavation attachment.
[0091] Due to the above configuration, the controller
30 obtains information relating to a current shape of a
ground surface as a work target based on a transition of
an orientation of an attachment detected by the orienta-
tion detecting device M3. Then, it controls the attachment
based on the obtained information relating to a current
shape of a ground surface as a work target. In the present
embodiment, the controller 30 can prevent a peak value
of the excavating reaction force F from exceeding the
predetermined value Fth during a bucket closing opera-
tion. Thus, it can prevent a movement of the excavation
attachment from being destabilized due to an excessive
excavating reaction force F, and therefore can improve
operability and working efficiency of the shovel. Also, the
controller 30 can produce similar effects at a work other
than an excavation work such as a floor digging work, a
leveling work, or the like, by using the predetermined
value Fth that is set relatively low.
[0092] As above, preferable embodiments of the
present invention has been described in detail. However,
the present invention shall not be limited to the above
embodiments. Various modifications and substitutions
may be applied to the above embodiments without de-
parting from the scope of the present invention.
[0093] For example, in the above embodiments, the
controller 30 determines whether the excavation attach-
ment is in contact with the excavation target ground sur-
face based on a current orientation of the excavation at-
tachment detected by the orientation detecting device
M3 and information relating to a current shape of the
excavation target ground surface obtained by the ground
surface shape information obtaining part 33. Then, when
it has determined that there is contact, it outputs a control
command to the regeneration release valve 50 to in-
crease an opening area thereof. Alternatively, when it
has determined that there is contact, it estimates a peak
value of the excavating reaction force F for a case where
a predetermined bucket closing operation is performed.
Then, in a case where the estimated peak value exceeds
the predetermined value Fth, it automatically lifts the
boom 4 so that an actual peak value may be less than
or equal to the predetermined value Fth. However, the
present invention shall not be limited to these configura-
tions. For example, the controller 30 may increase a drive
force for an attachment (e.g. excavating force by the ex-

cavation attachment) when it has determined that there
is contact. Specifically, the controller 30 may increase a
rotating speed of the engine 11, and may increase a dis-
charge rate of the main pumps 14L, 14R. An object con-
trolled by the excavation controlling part 34 in this case
is not the regeneration release valve 50 but the engine
11 or regulators associated with the main pumps 14L,
14R.
[0094] Also, the controller 30 may automatically lift the
boom 4 when it has determined that a peak value of the
excavating reaction force F exceeds the predetermined
value Fth, even in a case of a remote operation or an
automatic excavating operation (an unmanned opera-
tion) of the shovel. This is to continue a smooth excava-
tion work by decreasing the excavating reaction force F.
[0095] Also, the present application claims priority
based on Japanese patent application No. 2014-127672,
filed on June 20, 2014, and the entire contents thereof
are incorporated herein by reference.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0096] 1 ··· lower travelling body, 1A ··· hydraulic travel
motor (left), 1B ··· hydraulic travel motor (right), 2 ··· swing
mechanism, 2A ··· hydraulic swing motor, 3 ··· upper
swinging body, 4 ··· boom, 5··· arm, 6 ··· bucket, 7 ··· boom
cylinder, 8 ··· arm cylinder, 9 ··· bucket cylinder, 10 ···
cabin, 11 ··· engine, 12 ··· electric generator, 14L, 14R ···
main pump, 15 ··· pilot pump, 17 ··· control valve, 25 ···
pilot line, 26 ··· operating device, 29 ··· operation content
detecting device, 30 ··· controller, 31 ··· terrain database
updating part, 32 ··· position coordinate updating part, 33
··· ground surface shape information obtaining part, 34
··· excavation controlling part, 40L, 40R ··· center bypass
line, 50 ··· regeneration release valve, 50a ··· hydraulic
line, 70 ··· battery, 72 ··· electric component, 74 ··· electric
power feeding device, 76 ··· display device, 171-176 ···
flow rate control valve, 175a ··· regeneration hydraulic
line, M1 ··· communication device, M2 ··· positioning de-
vice, M3 ··· orientation detecting device, M3a ··· boom
angle sensor, M3b ··· arm angle sensor, M3c ··· bucket
angle sensor, M3d ··· machine body inclination sensor,
M4 ··· imaging device

Claims

1. A shovel comprising:

a lower travelling body (1);
an upper swinging body (3) mounted on the low-
er travelling body (1);
an attachment attached to the upper swinging
body (3) ;
an orientation detecting device (M3) configured
to detect an orientation of the attachment;
an imaging device (M4); and
a control device (30);
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characterized in that the control device (30) is
configured to obtain information relating to a cur-
rent shape of a ground surface as a work target
based on information output from the imaging
device (M4), and to control the attachment
based on the obtained information relating to the
current shape of the ground surface as the work
target and based on the orientation of the at-
tachment detected by the orientation detecting
device (M3).

2. The shovel as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to con-
trol the attachment until the current shape of the work
target becomes a target shape.

3. The shovel as claimed in claim 2,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to re-
strict an excavation deeper than a depth of the target
shape.

4. The shovel as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to up-
date a terrain information based on an output of the
imaging device (M4).

5. The shovel as claimed in claim 4,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to up-
date data relating to a coordinate and an orientation
that indicate a current position of the shovel based
on the output of the imaging device (M4).

6. The shovel as claimed in claim 5,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to ob-
tain information relating to the current shape of the
ground surface as the work target based on a terrain
information and based on the data relating to the
coordinate and the orientation that indicate the cur-
rent position.

7. The shovel as claimed in claim 1, comprising a com-
munication device (M1) configured to obtain a terrain
information,
wherein the control device is configured to correct
the terrain information obtained through the commu-
nication device (M1) based on the information output
from the imaging device (M4).

8. The shovel as claimed in claim 4,
wherein the imaging device (M4) is configured to up-
date the terrain information in real time.

9. The shovel as claimed in claim 5,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to up-
date the data relating to the coordinate and the ori-
entation that indicate the current position in real time.

10. The shovel as claimed in claim 1,

wherein the control device (30) is configured to de-
termine whether the attachment is in contact with the
ground surface of the work target or not based on
the orientation of the attachment detected by the ori-
entation detecting device (M3) and based on the ob-
tained information relating to the current shape of
the ground surface as the work target.

11. The shovel as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the control device (30) is configured to in-
crease a drive force by the attachment when the con-
trol device (30) has determined that the attachment
is in contact with the ground surface as the work
target.

12. The shovel as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the control device (30) includes at least one
of a camera, a stereo camera, a range image cam-
era, and a three-dimensional laser scanner.

13. A method of controlling a shovel comprising a lower
travelling body (1), an upper swinging body (3)
mounted on the lower travelling body (1), and an
attachment attached to the upper swinging body (3),
the method comprising steps of:

obtaining information relating to a current shape
of a ground surface as a work target based on
information output from an imaging device (M4);
detecting an orientation of the attachment; and
controlling the attachment based on the ob-
tained information relating to the current shape
of the ground surface as the work target and
based on the detected orientation of the attach-
ment.

14. The method as claimed in claim 13,
wherein the step of obtaining includes a step of ob-
taining a terrain information based on an image rep-
resenting a workplace viewed from above.

Patentansprüche

1. Bagger, umfassend:

einen unteren Fahrkörper (1);
einen oberen Drehkörper (3), der an dem unte-
ren Fahrkörper (1) montiert ist;
eine Anbauvorrichtung, die an dem oberen
Drehkörper (3) befestigt ist;
eine Orientierungsdetektionsvorrichtung (M3),
die konfiguriert ist, eine Orientierung der Anbau-
vorrichtung zu detektieren;
eine Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung (M4); und
eine Steuervorrichtung (30);
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuervor-
richtung (30) konfiguriert ist, Informationen be-
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züglich einer aktuellen Form einer ein Arbeits-
ziel bildenden Bodenoberfläche basierend auf
von der Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung (M4) ausge-
gebenen Informationen zu erhalten und die An-
bauvorrichtung basierend auf den erhaltenen In-
formationen bezüglich der aktuellen Form der
das Arbeitsziel bildenden Bodenoberfläche und
basierend auf der durch die Orientierungsdetek-
tionsvorrichtung (M3) detektierten Orientierung
der Anbauvorrichtung zu steuern.

2. Bagger nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, die
Anbauvorrichtung zu steuern, bis die aktuelle Form
des Arbeitsziels eine Zielform wird.

3. Bagger nach Anspruch 2,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, ei-
nen Aushub tiefer als eine Tiefe der Zielform zu be-
grenzen.

4. Bagger nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, Ge-
ländeinformationen basierend auf einer Ausgabe
der Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung (M4) zu aktualisie-
ren.

5. Bagger nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, Da-
ten bezüglich einer Koordinate und einer Orientie-
rung, die eine aktuelle Position des Baggers ange-
ben, basierend auf der Ausgabe der Bilderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (M4) zu aktualisieren.

6. Bagger nach Anspruch 5,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, In-
formationen bezüglich der aktuellen Form der das
Arbeitsziel bildenden Bodenoberfläche basierend
auf Geländeinformationen und basierend auf den
Daten bezüglich der Koordinate und der Orientie-
rung, welche die aktuelle Position angeben, zu er-
halten.

7. Bagger nach Anspruch 1, umfassend eine Kommu-
nikationsvorrichtung (M1), die konfiguriert ist, Ge-
ländeinformationen zu erhalten,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung konfiguriert ist, die
durch die Kommunikationsvorrichtung (M1) erhalte-
nen Geländeinformationen basierend auf den von
der Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung (M4) ausgegebenen
Informationen zu korrigieren.

8. Bagger nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung (M4) konfigu-
riert ist, die Geländeinformationen in Echtzeit zu ak-
tualisieren.

9. Bagger nach Anspruch 5,

wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, die
Daten bezüglich der Koordinate und der Orientie-
rung, welche die aktuelle Position angeben, in Echt-
zeit zu aktualisieren.

10. Bagger nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, ba-
sierend auf der durch die Orientierungsdetektions-
vorrichtung (M3) detektierten Orientierung der An-
bauvorrichtung und basierend auf den erhaltenen In-
formationen bezüglich der aktuellen Form der das
Arbeitsziel bildenden Bodenoberfläche zu bestim-
men, ob die Anbauvorrichtung mit der Bodenober-
fläche des Arbeitsziels in Kontakt steht oder nicht.

11. Bagger nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) konfiguriert ist, ei-
ne Antriebskraft durch die Anbauvorrichtung zu er-
höhen, wenn die Steuervorrichtung (30) bestimmt
hat, dass die Anbauvorrichtung mit der Bodenober-
fläche als Arbeitsziel in Kontakt steht.

12. Bagger nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Steuervorrichtung (30) mindestens eines
von einer Kamera, einer Stereokamera, einer Ent-
fernungsbildkamera und einem dreidimensionalen
Laserscanner umfasst.

13. Verfahren zum Steuern eines Baggers, umfassend
einen unteren Fahrkörper (1), einen oberen Dreh-
körper (3), der an dem unteren Fahrkörper (1) mon-
tiert ist, und eine Anbauvorrichtung, die an dem obe-
ren Drehkörper (3) befestigt ist, wobei das Verfahren
die Schritte umfasst:

Erhalten von Informationen bezüglich einer ak-
tuellen Form einer ein Arbeitsziel bildenden Bo-
denoberfläche basierend auf von einer Bilder-
zeugungsvorrichtung (M4) ausgegebenen In-
formationen;
Detektieren einer Orientierung der Anbauvor-
richtung; und
Steuern der Anbauvorrichtung basierend auf
den erhaltenen Informationen bezüglich der ak-
tuellen Form der das Arbeitsziel bildenden Bo-
denoberfläche und basierend auf der detektier-
ten Orientierung der Anbauvorrichtung.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13,
wobei der Schritt des Erhaltens einen Schritt des Er-
haltens von Geländeinformationen basierend auf ei-
nem Bild, das eine von oben gesehene Arbeitsstätte
darstellt, umfasst.

Revendications

1. Une pelleteuse comprenant :
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un châssis mobile inférieur (1) ;
un châssis pivotant supérieur (3) monté sur le
châssis mobile inférieur (1) ;
un accessoire fixé sur le châssis pivotant supé-
rieur (3) ;
un dispositif de détection d’orientation (M3) con-
figuré pour détecter une orientation de
l’accessoire ;
un dispositif de capture d’images (M4) ; et
un dispositif de commande (30) ;
caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de com-
mande (30) est configuré pour obtenir des infor-
mations sur une forme actuelle d’une surface du
sol en guise de cible de travail sur la base d’in-
formations délivrées par le dispositif de capture
d’images (M4), et pour contrôler l’accessoire sur
la base des informations obtenues relatives à la
forme actuelle de la surface du sol en guise de
cible de travail et sur la base de l’orientation de
l’accessoire détectée par le dispositif de détec-
tion d’orientation (M3).

2. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour contrôler l’accessoire jusqu’à ce que la
forme actuelle de la cible de travail devienne une
forme cible.

3. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 2,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour restreindre une excavation plus profonde
que la forme cible.

4. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour mettre à jour les informations sur le terrain
sur la base d’un résultat du dispositif de capture
d’images (M4).

5. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 4,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour mettre à jour les données relatives à une
coordonnée et une orientation qui indiquent une po-
sition actuelle de la pelleteuse sur la base du résultat
du dispositif de capture d’images (M4).

6. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour obtenir des informations sur la forme ac-
tuelle de la surface du sol en guise de cible de travail
sur la base d’informations sur le terrain et des don-
nées relatives à la coordonnée et à l’orientation qui
indiquent la position actuelle.

7. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1, comprenant
un dispositif de communication (M1) configuré pour
obtenir des informations sur le terrain,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande est confi-

guré pour corriger les informations sur le terrain ob-
tenues par le biais du dispositif de communication
(M1) sur la base des informations fournies par le
dispositif de capture d’images (M4).

8. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 4,
dans laquelle le dispositif de capture d’images (M4)
est configuré pour mettre à jour les informations sur
le terrain en temps réel.

9. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour mettre à jour les données relatives à la
coordonnée et à l’orientation qui indiquent la position
actuelle en temps réel.

10. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour déterminer si l’accessoire est en contact
avec la surface du sol de la cible de travail ou non
sur la base de l’orientation de l’accessoire détectée
par le dispositif de détection d’orientation (M3) et sur
la base des informations obtenues sur la forme ac-
tuelle de la surface du sol en guise de cible de travail.

11. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) est con-
figuré pour augmenter une force d’entraînement de
l’accessoire lorsque le dispositif de commande (30)
a déterminé que l’accessoire est en contact avec la
surface du sol en guise de cible de travail.

12. La pelleteuse selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le dispositif de commande (30) com-
prend au moins l’un d’un appareil photo, d’un appa-
reil photo stéréoscopique, d’un appareil photo d’ima-
ge-distance, et d’un scanner laser en trois dimen-
sions.

13. Une méthode de commande d’une pelleteuse com-
prenant un châssis mobile inférieur (1), un châssis
pivotant supérieur (3) monté sur le châssis mobile
inférieur (1), et un accessoire fixé sur le châssis pi-
votant supérieur (3), la méthode comprenant les éta-
pes consistant à :

obtenir des informations sur une forme actuelle
d’une surface du sol en guise de cible de travail
sur la base d’informations délivrées par un dis-
positif de capture d’images (M4) ;
détecter une orientation de l’accessoire ; et
contrôler l’accessoire sur la base des informa-
tions obtenues relatives à la forme actuelle de
la surface du sol en guise de cible de travail et
sur la base de l’orientation détectée de l’acces-
soire.

14. La méthode selon la revendication 13,
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dans laquelle l’étape d’obtention comprend une éta-
pe qui consiste à obtenir des informations sur le ter-
rain sur la base d’une image qui représente un lieu
de travail vu de dessus.
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